BRITNEY’S BABIES: HELP US!

Out-of-control Britney puts her sons in danger again during a wild trip to Las Vegas.

PLUS: Brit & Kevin finalize their divorce!
IS COURTNEY THE QUEEN OF BOTOX?
Courtney Cox, 43, has admitted to having “issues with getting older,” and an insider even says she was one of the first stars to go under the needle: “She began getting injections during the final couple seasons of Friends.” Well, it looks like she’s gone back for more! Dr. Steven Dayan points out that Court is in her 40’s and has no evidence of creases. Dr. Paul Lorenc says about her possible use of Botox around her eyes, “She looks natural but wrinkle-free.”

NOW: So revived!

SUPER-SMOOTH FOREHEAD
Dr. Dayan says a possible dose of Botox in Court’s forehead relaxed her brow for a “more inviting, friendlier look.”

2005: Less relaxed

NO MORE LAUGH LINES!
Court may have filled the creases running from her nose to the outer corners of her mouth, says Dr. Dayan.

PLUMPED POUT
“Her upper lip is fuller and more balanced now,” says Dr. Lorenc of likely up-to-$850-a-pop Restylane filler.
Hollywood is free!

Looking red-carpet-ready requires more than just a good blowout and a fab outfit — it’s all about reversing the signs of aging!

“There’s no better way to turn back the clock than the use of Botox,” Beverly Hills plastic surgeon and Dr. 90210 star Dr. Robert Rey tells Life & Style. “In this century, it’s the drug of choice, a simple procedure that can push the clock back five years.” So it’s no wonder that injections, which can cost as much as $1,500 (depending on the area treated) and last up to six months for cosmetic purposes, have become part of stars’ everyday regimens.

On an average to-do list!
But Botox treatments (which work by relaxing muscles) have spread well beyond the 90210 zip code! According to the American Society for Aesthetic Plastic Surgery, about 3.2 million Botox procedures were performed in 2006. “It’s definitely mainstream,” says Chicago facial plastic surgeon Dr. Steven Dayan.

When to beware
While NYC plastic surgeon Dr. Paul Lorenc applauds the quick lunchtime pick-me-up, he advises avoiding storefronts and nail salons and heading to a well-trained medical professional. “It isn’t surgical, but it is a medical procedure,” he says. “Good technique is what gives natural results!”

CREASE-FREE PEEPERS
Dr. Lorenc says that Court may have smoothed out the area around her eyes, lessening her crow’s-feet.

UNDER-EYE BAGS, BEGONE!
“The crepeing, or fine wrinkles, under her eyes is less apparent,” says Dr. Dayan of possible lower-lid Botox.

SJP’s MOVIE MAKEOVER!
Sarah Jessica Parker, 42, seems ready for her Sex and the City comeback! “It looks like she had Botox in her crow’s-feet, lower lids and forehead,” notes Dr. Lorenc about a treatment SJP’s rep denies. “She looks fantastic, but her forehead seems almost too perfect.”

The experts consulted for this story submitted their opinions after reviewing the featured pictures. They have not personally treated the celebrities.
Everyone in Hollywood is Wrinkle-free!

IS CZJ GETTING YOUNGER?
It seems that Catherine Zeta-Jones, 37, is trying to defy time! “She has more of an arch in the outer corners of her eyes, indicating Botox in her forehead,” says Dr. Lorenc, who adds that Botox in her jowls (or full areas of the jawline) may have given her mouth an upturned look. CZJ’s rep denies that the actress has had Botox, but Dr. Lorenc notes, “There seems to be no motion in her forehead!”

DEMI KEEPS UP APPEARANCES!
Demi Moore, 44, is known for her reported nips and tucks — and Dr. Dayan says she may be maintaining her look with Botox in her crow’s-feet and between the brows. He also suggests that a plumping dose of Restylane may have filled her laugh lines. A rep denies that Moore has had work done.
DID TERI PREP FOR A SMOOTH SEASON?
Teri Hatcher, 42, seems to be making a refreshed return to the Desperate Housewives set! While a rep for Teri strongly denies any Botox use, Dr. Dayan points out less creasing in her forehead and a flatter upper lip — changes consistent with Botox in those areas.

2006: Looking great
NOW: Even better!

Surgery news
Botox breakthroughs!

To open the eyes:
Dr. Lorenc says that injecting a bit of Botox into the lower lids — close to the lash line — can actually relax them, making eyes appear wider (like Scarlett Johansson's).

For a perky nose:
No need for surgery to get Katie Holmes' perfect nose. Dr. Dayan says that popping a bit of Botox into the muscle between the nostrils can elevate a drooping tip five to 10 degrees.

To ban blemishes:
Kate Hudson could clear her zits with what Dr. Dayan calls "clear-tox" — Botox (or at times Botox mixed with cortisone) to reduce the inflammation of a pimple.

HAS RYAN BECOME A BOTOX IDOL?
Ryan Seacrest, 32, won't admit to Botox use as part of his primping regimen, but the American Idol host looks a bit less stressed these days. "The lines around the eyes and the lines on the forehead are softer," says Dr. Lorenc.

The experts consulted for this story submitted their opinions after reviewing the featured pictures. They have not personally treated the celebrities.